
A dynamic leader,Mr Aditya Berlia, Co-Promoter, Apeejay Stya Group and Svran Group, Co-Founder
& Pro-Chancellor of the Apeejay Stya University is not only a leading entrepreneur but also a stalwart
in the field of Education.  Adding to the list of his achievements , Mr. Aditya Berlia has been elected
as the esteemed Chairman of the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) Delhi State Council. 
 Taking over his new role, Mr Aditya Berlia said, “Delhi is not only the political capital of India but is
fast becoming the innovation capital of the country. “He was speaking at the CII Delhi State Annual
Session and a Business Conference themed ‘Aspiring for a Competitive Delhi’. The Annual Session
marks the appointment of the new office bearers for CII Delhi State council.
Earlier, Mr. Berlia played instrumental roles in CII’s National Committee on Design and Delhi Panel on
Education.
Mr Aditya Berlia is a young entrepreneur who balances his role in the corporate world with his
philanthropic dedication to education. A graduate of Stanford University and an MBA from the
Harvard Business School, he has to his credit several innovative industrial and educational initiatives,
including key operational roles in strategic projects of the Apeejay Stya Group and Svran Group.

Mrs Sushma Paul Berlia, Chairperson,
Apeejay Education Society, President,
Apeejay Stya and Svran Group and Co-
Founder & Chancellor, Apeejay Stya
University, has been conferred the
prestigious 'Mahatma Gandhi Samman
2019', presented by the NRI Welfare
Society (UK Chapter) at House of
Commons, London, on October 11, 2019.
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Eminent industrialist,freedom fighter and educationist;
An exemplary leader,

A true karmayogi and the great visionary-Dr.Stya Paul remains an
eternal source of inspiration and guidance for all members of the

Apeejay Stya group and Apeejay Education Society.
A leader par excellence, he played a pivotal role in establishing

Apeejay Schools and institutions and propelling them to become
pioneering institutions of excellence; nurturing and fostering values

and ethos of our culture, culminating his vision of 'Man making
education'.

A heart chaste and pure 
 

An apostle of love, affection , humility
 

Imbuing  us with inspiration 
 

An impetus to progress 
 

To break barriers 
 

And soar high as the falcon.

 COMMEMORATING THE LEGEND

CELEBRATING 100th BIRTH
ANNIVERSARY



 
 
These words ring quite true as the world goes through an unprecedented Global predicament
of the Corona virus pandemic. As the school closed following the announcement of lockdown
due to scare of contagion of the malaise; our hearts felt heartened by the fact that all our
students remained safe in their homes. 
Going by our motto –‘ Soaring High is my Nature’; the school rose to the occasion by coping
with the situation and taking no time to adapt to the new reality. .Guided by the farsighted
vision of our Chairperson, Ms. Sushma Paul Berlia and the dynamic leadership of Mr. Aditya
Berlia ,the school management played a proactive role by providing critical planning and
promptness in equipping teachers through requisite  training  of technical skills and providing
laptops. My heart swells with pride with the realisation that Apeejay  School, Panchsheel Park,
successfully initiated its virtual learning platform without any delay  and commenced with
online classes within ten days of the lockdown. Displaying a dauntless spirit the teacher
fraternity too oriented itself thereby ensuring a rapid, smooth and seamless transition to the
virtual teaching learning process.
I feel amazed at the pace at which the time of home learning has flown by with the vast array of
activities conducted. Teachers have been diligently teaching through the Zoom app and 
have made optimum use of the Moodle portal for conducting online tests, uploading
assignments, handouts, ppt s, videos for enhanced learning of our valued learners.
The teaching learning process has been given a whole new dimension, making it wholesome
and enjoyable. 
Physical education and music classes add to the much required physical fitness regime and a
soothing impact on the minds of children who have to remain indoors in these unusual
circumstances.
Parents form a vital support system for the school efficacy and smooth functioning and a
positive and effective relationship will further strengthen the students' learning process.
Positive thinking and an undying  hope that we will emerge victorious in this battle against the
vicious pandemic will help us overcome the situation .  We offer prayers for the safety of all our
students and their families. 
 
I wish to end with this quote which inspires us all-
"Learning never stops for those who want to learn
And those who want to teach."

Message From
Principal's Desk

The future isn't what it used to be 
 - Arthur C. Clarke



A stimulating interschool online event IROM 2020, the first ever edition of Indian Reform
Organization Meet was initiated by the students of Apeejay School, Panchsheel Park with
the aim of making young learners brainstorm to put across their Economic pacts and
Business startup ideas to boost India’s economy post Covid-19, in anticipation that the
pandemic will derail economies across the world.
A whopping 104 students from different schools across the country, wholeheartedly and
enthusiastically participated in the event, showcasing their ideas with regard to India’s
trade, economic, social and political relation with a country of their choice and how a
partnership with inventive business ideas and economic pacts could benefit the Indian
economy. The students presented immaculate PowerPoint presentations while outlining
their business plans and the economic policies to be implemented between the two
countries. A cross-questioning round by the judges made the presentations interactive. 
The event was inaugurated by School Principal, Ms. Ritu Mehta who encouraged students
to learn and grow and become responsible citizens of their country.
The event was conceived by Mr. Rudransh Garg, also Head of the School’s Student
Council and President of FORCE Club, along with other members, put together this
humongous task which was a grand success.
The event was coordinated by school Vice Principal Ms. Neeta Hansuka, with technical
support from Computer Head of the Department Ms. Mukta Amba.
The jury comprised of esteemed teachers of the school, Ms. Madhuri Yadav, Ms. Mukta
Amba, Ms. Jyotsana Madan, Ms. Neeta Mathur, Mr. Jitender Narula and Vice Principal Ms.
Neeta Hansuka. The jury also comprised of the Event Founder and President, Mr.
Rudransh Garg.
The event was conducted over 4 days (29 APRIL 2020 TO 2 MAY 2020)  due to massive
amount of registrations although it was supposed to be conducted over 2 days and it's
Closing Ceremony was conducted on 9 MAY 2020.
The well coordinated and seamless event received much applaud and appreciation from
one and all.

IROM 2020:
The First IROM

Category 1
Class 11 &12

Category 2
Classes 9&10

Mr. Rudransh Garg, President of IROM

The event was conceived by Mr. Rudransh
Garg, Head of the School’s Student Council
and President of FORCE CLUB,



May Day, or famously known as International Labour Day is
celebrated on 1st May every year, stems from the efforts of the labor
union movement to celebrate the economic and social achievements
of workersThe Interact Club, Apeejay School, Panchsheel Park
pledged to honour all those people, those unsung heroes, who make
our life easier. by expressing their gratitude towards them hence
making them feel special.The interactors shared personalized
messages with the workers in simple and effective words in order get
a smile on their faces in these trying times.A video was made and
individually sent to all the school workers to make them feel special.

Ablaze with the mission to’ Serve with Verve’, the young
spirited interactors of Interact Club of Apeejay School,
Panchsheel Park pressed on with ardent desire to serve the
disadvantaged especially the poor and elderly who are left
alone without care hope for positivity in the unfortunate
situation of lockdownUsing technology, they  impressed the
importance of maintaining personal hygiene and social-
distancing with the purpose of spreading awareness against the
deadly Covid-19 virus Under Project A to Z. The interactors
generated essential guidelines in the form of a short film. The
short film was shared on various social media platforms to
implement the project effectively.

Interactors are currently generating funds to distribute
essential food items to our class-4 employees.
The members of Interact Club, Apeejay School, Panchsheel
Park pledged to honour all those people and help them. We
requested the children to be a part of this mission by helping
any person in need of stationery items in their neighbourhood’.
This project was a success where they saved environment by
utilizing their old stationary efficiently but also helped the
workers children and family bringing a smile on their faces and
instilling hope in them in this Covid-19 crisis.

Project A To Z

International Labour Day

MISSION ELUCIDATING EDUCATION

The club continues with its  proposed Projects ‘Mission Mental Health” - Generating positivity in
every generation, Project “Digital Naman” – Digital Interaction with Grandparents. Project ‘Fit
India”- Fitness for All through Virtual Yoga and Peace.
 Well connected through Zoom meetings members are continuously working for society, and hope,
wish and pray that they shall serve society with verve.

EXHORTING THE MISSION TO SERVE HUMANITY
The Interact Club



During the unprecedented times of COVID -19 Apeejay School, Panchsheel Park provided for a robust online
platform to facilitate learning in record –breaking time thereby  becoming one of the foremost institutions to
provide home learning based on Digital learning.
 
Digital learning is an instructional practice that ultimately helps students. It makes use of a broad range of
technology-enhanced educational strategies. It includes blended learning, flipped learning,
personalized learning, and other strategies that rely on digital tools to a small or large degree. In this context
our school started teaching using an application namely Zoom. Zoom is the leader in modern enterprise
video communications, with an easy, reliable cloud platform for video and audio conferencing,
collaboration, chat, and webinars across mobile devices, desktops, telephones, and room systems. It is multi-
dimentional and very sophisticated application which is widely used by people around the world for online
teaching and learning purpose. Our school has been extensively using it for online classes for students
during pandemic.  The whole time table is followed and students are able to learn using this tool. Many
activities like yoga, sports and library classes are conducted. It is used for having regular parent teacher
meetings (PTM) , departmental meetings for planning the teaching techniques and practices. Webinars for
conducting orientation program was conducted. School also hosted an Inter School activity  IROM 2020 in
which more than 100 students participated. 
To enhance further the use of digital learning our school is also using Moodle.
Moodle is a learning platform designed to provide educators, administrators and learners with a single
robust, secure and integrated system to create personalized learning environments. It is used by students
and teachers as a learning platform. It has many fold uses like: attendance, lesson planning, worksheet and
assignment uploading and support material uploading. To add more it is used for testing the knowledge of
students by conducting quiz. It is also used for broadcasting various important announcements. It is also
used for sharing many important news and filtration of upcoming events and import news of school. 

Digital Learning



Dear Ma'am,
I am Aarav Sehrawat's mother, thanks for
giving the opportunity to share the feedback.I really
appreciate the initiative and teachers efforts in
executing the online classes for the kids. Aarav is
really happy that he is interacting with his teachers
and friends daily, however he is missing school a
lot.Online classes really reduces the TV/ mobile
screen time and kids are more busy with their
learning and completing the work shared by you.
 He is always in great enthusiasm and back to the
routine.  Your sessions are very interactive ma'am
and he is really learning while session is going
on.Thanks for your support ma'am always.
Mother of Aarav Sehrawat
Grade IV B

Dear Teacher,
 First of all Thank you for your hard work in supporting
my son as they develop and learn so many things
during online classes. it was bit hard to understand
online classes in beginning as student doesn't have
past experience about this kind of classes, but day by
day it was improved with guidance of teachers, also
later on student enjoyed regularly online classes.
It is clear that our child’s literacy and numeracy skills
have developed considerably while under your care
during online classes.
Once again thank you for your kind and valuable and
regular 
support to our child.
Regards
Ved Prakash Pandey
F/O Shaurya Pandey (II B)

"Respected ma'am
We really appreciate all the efforts you are
making for the children understand science
topics well.During this phase of digital
teaching (with very limited internet access)
you are giving your level best by providing
handouts n study material to
the students.Ma'am you are doing
commendable work in guiding ,inspiring and
teaching your students .
Looking forward for more informative
sessions.
Thanking you"
Regards 
Jaswinder kaur
M/O Mehreet Kaur
Class 5b

Respected Principal Madam.
I am writing to express my sincere thanks for all you do to
improve the school in which my two kids are studying. Having
you as our school's principal for the past two years has been a
true blessing. We appreciate your tireless efforts to improve
the school and lives of students. Your wisdom, vision and
passion for this school is apparent. You have shaped the
conditions for our teachers and students to learn and succeed.
By providing online classes to our children, you have proved
that no one can bound education. Teachers are working very
hard for this too. They are giving their own time to pass on the
love of learning to our kids. Our kids are super excited to attend
each activity. I could see their excitement as a parent. We
attended online parents’ teachers meeting. We came to interact
with all the teachers. That was totally a new experience for all
of us.
All this happened because of your effort’s ma'am.
Thank you for creating a safe and welcoming environment for
our kids. I am proud to be a part of Apeejay School, Panchsheel
Park.
Poonam Sharma
M/O Devaansh Sharma(2A)

Apeejay School, Panchsheel Park has always believed that education shouldn't stop at any cost. Even in
this difficult time, online classes are being conducted . Feedback from the parents' describes the success

of this initiative.

When Efforts
Pay Off



"Though words fall short but let me try to express what I feel
of the entire arrangement the school has made during this
lockdown. The Zoom classes and PTM organised by you is
an example of the flawless education system arranged in
this difficult hour.
My child is not on leave. She is as much attending her school
as she always did. The School routine is so meticulously set
with a combination of academics and co-curricular activities
that my child is completely engrossed in her own world.
Each subject teacher is actually performing the role of a
parent to keep the child's mental and physical health active.
If I have complaint, it is only one - If teachers like all of you at
Apeejay School take care of our children the way you do,
teach them the way you do, enjoy, dance, sing, exercise with
them the way you do.....my experience is my child will not
need any assistance or help from me anymore. I can see and
feel the wonderful bond. She is not just in better hands...she
is in the BEST hands."
Sreeparna
Mother of Eshana Pahwa (Class IV B)

"Dear Principal Ma'am, 
 I'm writing this to tell you what I feel daily since
these online classes started. Because of the
lockdown, my kid was confined to the house, bored
to bones. But, thanks to you, online classes started,
a schedule was set and time is now being utilized
positively. Also, these classes have given us
parents a unique opportunity to have a sneak peek
into our child's classroom and I can't help but
appreciate all the teachers, who teach the children
so lovingly and patiently. Seeing them I feel my
child is in right hands.
The teachers have worked hard to create beautiful
child - friendly PowerPoint presentations so that
the kids can grasp the concepts easily. Teachers
try to engage all students & explain again n again if
asked. I must say that including the activity classes
in the schedule was also a very good idea. It breaks
the monotony. My kid loves to exercise and paint
with his friends & the happy feeling is carried over!!"
Thanks & Regards 
Deepti Agarwal 
M/O Advik Agarwal
Class II A

"It is most productive to a student’s learning when
they are provided with an explanation and
example as to what is accurate and inaccurate
about their work. Naysa always completes her
class work during the class due to clarity of
lessons.
We are very happy and satisfied by the sessions
which are so lively and interactive with hand made
notes, PPTs, slide sharing and a small white
board. I do understand it is very difficult to
manage such type of virtual classes.
Thank you."
Avneet Kaur
M/O Naysa 
Class III B

"Reet is enjoying a lot in the online class. She is
learning about lot of new things - the inside stories
of her favourite cartoons, various unknown things
about the senses of animals, etc.
The way teachers explain everything is so amazing.
The sheets given are also enhancing their general
knowledge and they learn about various facts of the
real world. My daughter Reet looks forward to the
classes.
Kudos to the teachers who are spending so much
time on making wonderful PPTs and sparing time
along with their household chores in this tough time
of COVID-19. It’s highly appreciated and a big thank
you."
Priyanka Sharma
Mother of Reet Sharma 
(Class II B)
 

Feedbacks (Continued)



"I would like to thank all the people working at Apeejay School,
Panchsheel Park. You all are working very hard to provide the
students with appropriate learning and education even in these
extenuating circumstances created due to the Corona virus
pandemic.
I feel that the Management is doing an amazing job. It must be very
challenging to conduct online classes via Zoom for so many children.
We, as parents, appreciate the enormous efforts put in by many
people of the Management as well as the teachers in providing such
high-quality education even in this period of nationwide lockdown. It
also takes a huge effort to organize such an outstanding curriculum
for students.
One of the reasons we are happy with online classes so much is the
communication between students and teachers. We are also satisfied
with how the extra-curricular classes are being conducted and are
helping children to freshen up themselves. As a result, they are having
quite a positive impact on children.
Thank you and we, as parents, look forward to working together for
our child’s development."
Anil & Mamta Nangia
Parents of Vihaan Nangia (Class I D)

Feedbacks (Continued)

Respected Mam,
Manjusha mam is really good English teacher and class
teacher.. She explains every single word carefully. She
makes sure that kids understand the analytical meaning
behind every word. the way she teaches uncovers new
analytical world for Sanskriti (in her own words) . It gives
a new point of view to look at the things and learn and
grow.
Her speed in class is optimal as she ensures that student
have enough time to write down the material she is
delivering. she is focussed on overall english nurturing of
kids including very strong grammar practice. 
She is ready to take extra classes of children to support
them over weekend. She gives very creative homework ,
gives lots of time for kids to think and write creative
writing instead of just plain NCERT informative text.
Even though English is sanskriti's first language as she is
US citizen, she is discovering many new things and has
been enjoying every class with Manjusha mam. even
though she was going in best school in USA, Odle Middle
School, bellevue gifted program, but the quality of
teaching of manjusha mam is way better ( in sanskriti
words).
Thanks so much for giving us such a great teacher!
Regards
Puja

Dear Abida Ma’am,This is regarding feedback sought from
parents regarding your online classes of French for Class 8D.
We wish to convey that our child enjoys attending your online
classes.  There is discipline in the class. Children study with
full attention and enthusiasm.
 Rather than dictating students to write down the notes, you
are making them understand the topic using a language that is
simpler and more familiar. This has made your French classes
as interesting as any other subject’s or language’s class.  
We are well aware of the efforts you put into each and every
student of your class. The queries and doubts of the students
are properly addressed by you to their satisfaction.
We must say that your expertise in teaching has put our minds
at ease.   We are so grateful to have you as our child’s teacher.
 Regards,
Alka & Sandeep Chopra
Parents of PRANAY CHOPRA, 8D

Hi VINAY Sir, 
Greetings for the day.
I am writing this email to give a feedback on the zoom classes
that the school is conducting.
I am glad that the school is putting up so much effort to make
children learn and helping them to complete their syllabus in
these challenging times.
Students are taking these classes seriously and also enjoying
them as well. The material(worksheets, handouts, PPT etc) that
the teachers are providing are also of great help.
Although, it can never replace the live classes, but yes as per me
this is the best alternative in the current scenario. Overall it’s a
great experience as I see my child participating in it so keenly.
I am well aware of the effort you put into each child in your
online  class . Thank you for going above and beyond for our
daughter Aayushi Madan and being such a caring and
enthusiastic teacher 
We hope that the school reopens soon and students can enjoy
their school life again.
Keep up the good work. Stay safe and healthy.
Karan Madan
F/O Aayushi Madan
Class 10-A



I am poonam Sharma, mother of kamakshi

Sharma studying in class 9c.

As it is totally a new phase for all of us and

the ongoing scenario has totally changed

everyone's life but I would like to appreciate

the efforts taken by the teachers of our

Apeejay School for our kids.

You have been teaching kamakshi for last

three consecutive years and she has been

lucky to have you .you are really a

hardworking teacher and the way you teach

is marvelous.Online  classes has been started by the staff

andi must say that all the teachers are

working very hard to make it successful.

Online classes have made our kids active .

All the teachers are putting their best efforts

through ppt and youtube links to make our

kids understand in a very easy way.The

homework given by the teachers  is keeping

our kids engaged which is very good.

Thanks to all.the staff, incharge ma'am and

our principal ma'am.

Respected teacher,

Hope you are coping well during COVID-

19. I wanted to take a moment to thank all

the lovely teachers as the lessons are

explained so well by all the teachers that I

feel very proud that my child studies in

such a wonderful school under the

supervision of such

knowledgeable teachers. The way the

teachers explain everything is so amazing

that I am sure all the children must be

understanding it well and clearing their

basic concepts which is so important at

their age. 

Kudos to all the teachers who are

spending so much time by taking online

classes and sparing time along with their

household chores in this tough time of

COVID-19 .It is highly appreciated and a

big thank you 

Best regards 

Shalini vohra 

Student details : Lavanya Vohra 

Class VII D 

Good afternoon        

It was a great experience studying

under the guidance of Sarika

ma'am. Her efforts are much

appreciated. Online study is a new

methodology for the students but it

was commendable that  she is very

cooperative with the children and

made their learning interesting .She

is active in taking the doubt classes

and giving assignments to children

after every concept. 

Look forward to seek guidance

from her again 

Thank you for the support 

Regards 

Mrs Tina Mithrani 

M/O Bhavika Mithrani

Class lX D

We would like to extend our gratitude and

appreciation for the effort you have put in,

to make this challenging time

constructive and fruitful! Our daughter

also confirms that the sessions have

been very interesting and informative!

Kudos to apeejay family for such a well

organised initiative! And, Harjeet Mam, an

extra big thanks for making maths so

much fun! You have always added that

extra zing to ensure clarity in learning the

concepts. We are glad that the quality of

teaching is still maintained despite being

online! Samaira really looks forward to

your classes!Best regards,Ritu and Vinay Mulchandani

P/o Samaira Mulchandani

8th D

F
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Respected Mam,
In these days when Corona disease are
spreading day by day ,there are very few
options to teach students . 
I am very thankful to you for your online
classes. You have taught children about
your subject very well. 
Rakesh Chugh
Father of Khushi Chugh
7th A

Please take on record that Ms. Harjeet
Kaur has been extremly fantastic and we
highly acknowledge her dutiful role as she
is bestowed with enormous knowledge of
the subject that she teaches to students
with highest consideration and care.
Thank you with regards.
Hemant Kumar 
Vrishaankk
VII C

Hello Mam
I want to express my thanks for the efforts you put
in to make students comfortable with online
learning and keep pace with the learning
schedules. My daughter is satisfied with your pace
and your way of teaching them and responding to
the queries. I understand these are trying times,
and I appreciate the efforts put in by You.
Thank you so much.
Regards
Mrs Puneet
Mother of Ananya Sonal Arya, 9-D

Respected sir,
This is to inform you that I am attending
Zoom classes regularly conducted by you . I
am satisfied and is understanding all the
concepts being taught by you in the class. I
would appreciate you for your cooperation
and great efforts made by you during
classes. It is a great experience for me to
attend these classes. I hope you are staying
at home and please stay safe during this
period.
Thank you,
Regards,
Maanya Malhotra (8-D)

Respected ma’am,
We are well aware of the effort you put
into each child in your online  class .
Thank you for going above and beyond
for our daughter and being such a caring
and instilling teacher .
Thanking you
Mr. And Mrs Sen
Pranjal’s parents 
XII-B

Feedbacks (Continued)



A Peek Into Our 
Classrooms

Unlocking the potential during Lockdown
Glimpses of teacher fraternity traversing the path of online teaching



“A parent is a teacher at home and a teacher is a parent in school and the child is the centre of
our universe.”
 An Orientation Programme was organized for the new joined parents of Apeejay School,
Panchsheel Park of Grade Nursery to I on March 30, 2020 and March 31, 2020 and Grade II to IX
on March 28, 2020. Parents Orientation for existing parents organised on March 30,2020 and
March 31, 2020 by the various Incharges. Students of Grade X and XII were orientated by
Principal, Ms. Ritu Mehtra,  Vice Principal Ms. Malini Gujral and other subject teachers.  
The aim was to familiarize the parents, “as partners in progress” with the curriculum, rules and
regulations of the school, structure of online classes in this COVID 19 pandemic, safety measures,
teaching methodologies ,co-scholastic activities, evaluation system, clubs and outbound
activities. 
The programme commenced with a warm welcome to the parents by the Principal followed by a
prayer song. The School Principal, Ms. Ritu Mehta addressed the gathering. In her speech, she
introduced the Apeejay Education Society and she laid stress on effective communication
between the teachers & the parents and also sought their support and suggestions so that the
children could be provided the best for their overall development. She also gave guidelines
about effective parenting. She also suggested different measures to nurture a child with love and
care to build a strong foundation for a glorious future. She has also shared the CBSE result of the
school and laurels of children in different fields to the parents. 
There were spokesperson of different wings (Pre-Primary, Primary, Middle and Secondary) in
different orientations organised on different dates and times for the parents who spoke about
new innovative activities and glimpse of the wing. They have also discussed the planning of
execution of curriculum and roadmap of success of the child.
 

Orientation Programme



A webinar was organized by Plezmo Tech Academy  and ATAL innovation Mission, NITI AYOG for
students as well as ATL Incharges, Students attended this 5 days webinar from 20th April-24th
April(4pm-5pm) alongwith Ms. Preeti Soni  who attrended it from 27th April to 1May,2020 in
second slot.
 Objective of the Webinar was to teach students Mobile app development, web Development and
Coding and to enable them to create web app by using Plezmo app and Drag and drop coding.
After making the projects students have submitted the project and published in plezmo
community and received the certificates.

An 'Atal' Webinar
ORGANIZED BY- PLEZMO TECH ACADEMY AND ATAL INNOVATION MISSION 20th TO 24th APRIL

Following students participated in the
webinar-
1.Neil Vermani- 8A
2.Pranay Chopra-8C
3.DiyanaBalhara- 9C
4.Abhishu-9C
5.Tanush Gupta-8C
6.Rakin  Anwar-9B
Krishna- 9B

Schools are the Primary institution of learning and  play a pivotal role in shaping the future of young learners
Keeping in mind the needs of students of class 12 as they take  the crucial decision of choosing a career ,
Apeejay School, Panchsheel Park, organized a virtual Career Orientation Session for students of all streams of
Class XII (2019-20 on Saturday, May 2, 2020 .,with the main focus on the flagship MHRD, Govt. of India 4-year
integrated teacher education program of B.A. B.Ed / B.Sc B.Ed. This course is presently available only in
NCERT and a very few universities/colleges. 
The enlightening session featured stalwarts in education including Ms Anita Paul, Educational Officer,
Apeejay Education Society and Rashi Soni,alumnus Apeejay Schooland Apeejay Stya University as  key note
speakers The session also saw the presence of Dr. Ananda Padhan, Associate Professor and Head of School of
Education in ApeejayStya University, Gurugram who has over 26 years experience  of working in   premier
organizations like NCERT, NUEPA and IGNOU .
The lively session elaborated the various factors instrumental in choosing career including aptitude, interest
and family background. It well elaborated the salient features of the course and entailed its benefit in making
successful career.
The informative and interactive session truly gave the participants a clear perspective of the integrated
course for long run

EXPLORING DIVERSE OPPORTUNITIES-

VIRTUAL CAREER ORIENTATION SESSION



Bringing Laurels to the
School

"The difference between stumbling blocks and stepping stones is
how you use them."

Our accomplished students have brought great glory by achieving  accolades during
such challenging times ,thus inspiring us all to live a life of excellence.

Mehul Jain (Class VIII D) has made us proud by

achieving the coveted Runners -up position in

the Poster Making Competition organised by

Narayana Health and ASSOCHAM India to

commemorate World Hand Hygiene Day on 9

May 2020 ,as part of Mission Swachh Bharat.

A Budding Artist

 R Akanksha has won a ’ High

Commendation’ on Techdebathon-

an online conference powered by

zoom app on 11-12 April,2020

The Ace Debater

Aditya Raj of class 4 has truly imbibed the human

values strongly endorsed by our school as he actively

participated in distributing food to the needy in his

neighbourhood. Kudos for his efforts!

Young in age 
 Large at heart



"उ�मेन �ह �स�य��त काया��ण न मनोरथैः" अथा�त् उ�म से ही काय� �स� होते ह�, ना�क मनोरथ� से। कुछ इ�ह� पं��य� को च�रताथ� करते �ए “
APEEJAY SCHOOL PANCHSHEEL PARK “के छा�� ने रा�ीय �तर पर आयो�जत होने वाले सं�कृत ओलं�पयाड म� अपने �कूल क�
अ�मट छाप अं�कत क� है। आपको जानकर हष� होगा �क न केवल छा�� ने इस रा�ीय �तर  क� परी�ा उ�ीण� क� अ�पतु रा�ीय �तर पर र�क भी
�ा�त क�।
National Sanskrit Olympiad म� ��तभागी बनने के �लए स�ूण� भारतवष� के छा� इसम� स��म�लत �ए , �जनक� अनुमा�नत सं�या - एक
शत से भी अ�धक आंक� गई है। इतनी बृहत् सं�या म� अपना तथा अपने �व�ालय का नाम अ�क�त करना अक��पत उपल�� �व�प है।
इस ओलं�पयाड को उ�ीण� करने वाल� के नाम तथा र�क �न�न ह� –

Some Astounding

Achievements

Silver

74 students participated in the National Hindi Olympiad from our school , out of which 17 students were awarded with  medals and
certificates in the first round. Below are the names of the students who were given medals and certificates: 

Olympiads

Medallists
Gold

Bronze

Out of the above mentioned students, 6
students were selected for the second round
which was conducted online, and achieved
outstanding ranks. 
Following are the names of the students-

National Sanskrit Olympiad  (2019-2020)



Isn't it all we ever desired ? 
A life to relive the blithe mornings,
To pleasantly vexing familiar voices
Like those of childhood days of spring!
 
Homebound but happier could I ever be?
Be it "Netflix and chill" or "Jack and Jill"
And grappling with siblings like older times,
By reliving memories with precious humans, 
This poetry of life restarted to rhyme.
 
Though this pandemic quivered the mankind,
But so does it tell the irony...
Where the Earth, water and humans carved up
Now standing 'one' over all the rivalry.
 
As this virus came our way and we were told to hide away,
While we were hidden amidst the fear 
Life was stuck in second gear
While the lockdown may extend for a while,
People remembered how to smile.
Some danced, some sang and some started baking,
Soon a new Covid free world was in the making.
 
So here's a note to all the beautiful hearts,
We are angels, we are warriors
By saving lives, by saving ours
Just with the weapons of optimism
Because standing together forever, we are.

The Creative Edge

�ीमती सु�मत गूमर

अ�द�त �स�ह X A

Saumya Khandelwal XII C

LOCKDOWN AND HOMEBOUND



THE THINKING SPIRIT
 
COVID-19- Dealing with the Pandemic
 
COVID-19 has been declared a ‘worldwide pandemic', forrcing everyone to isolate themselves in their
homes and maintain social distancing. A pall of gloom seems to have descended upon everyone with no
idea when the nightmare will end. With the whole world in lock-down mode, ‘Broadband’, and ‘Zoom’
seem to have joined Food, Clothing and Shelter at the bottom of Maslow’s pyramidal Hierarchy of
Needs. 
 
Every coin has two faces. While battling despondency, we are getting more time to spend with our
families – time we thought we did not have. Our frenetic pace of activity has slowed down, allowing the
entire family to experience little joys of life such as helping out with household chores, playing board
games and awakening our inner Picassos and Mozarts.
 
School classes, office meetings or chatting with friends – all of these are now happening online and our
dining and living rooms have become the venues. It is amusing to attend virtual classes – often with
more than 80 children attending a class over Zoom, which would have been impossible in a physical
classroom.
We are also getting to experience virtual museum tours and concerts like the ‘One World: Together at
Home’ virtual concert organized by WHO, dedicated to all healthcare front liners. 
 
This lockdown has given Humanity a pertinent lesson – the need to shelter Nature and give it a chance
to rejuvenate. Pollution levels are at an all-time low, with plenty of fresh air outside although we are
too scared to go out and breathe in it. 
 
No one knows how long this situation will last, but I believe it is always darkest before the dawn and
this too shall pass. I am confident we will make it out alive – hopefully with a better appreciation of
everyone and everything around us. 
 

- Shivangi Roy, XI-B

The Creative Edge



Vaisakhi is an important festival celebrated primarily by the Sikh

community. It is the harvest festival wherein the farmers thank God

for a bountiful harvest and also pray for prosperous future. Vaisakhi,

also known as Baisakhi. It is celebrated on April 13th of every year.

To celebrate this day, the students of  Pre-Primary and class one

came dressed up in vibrant, colourful attire and danced to the beats

of traditional songs over Zoom Session not only this, they came

prepared with a sweet dish , which they offered to the almighty  with

a prayer, that all farmed fields shine through the healthy harvest.

"The Earth does not belong to us; we belong to the Earth." -

Chief Seattle
Earth Day, April,22, a day to celebrate the environment .The first Earth

Day was organized in 1970 to promote the ideas of ecology, encourage

respect for life on earth, and highlight growing concern over pollution of the

soil, air, and water. Pre-Primary department celebrated the world Earth Day

with great enthusiasm. They did various craft activities depicting their

vision of a happy and green planet earth and with this they also started a

mission to Save Earth, as all their paintings and craft depicted a vision of a

healthier living environment, which is pollution free and is full of greenery.

Not only this, students of Class II decked themselves with a crown and

expressed how they are taking care of Mother Earth. They made as many

words as they could using the letters from ‘EARTH DAY’ and hummed a

melodious Earth Day song. Children of classes II to V made beautiful

pictures of the Earth and wrote Promises and pledges to protect their

mother Earth.

Rhythm of body and soul is dance .It is the unsaid feeling that one expresses

through the movement of body and to celebrate this happiness of soul , Pre-

Primary and Primary department danced to the music and beats along their dance

instructor on the virtual world expressing delight and revealed their heart felt

happiness .The young Apeejayites performed such a Terpsichore exulting  the

cheerfulness that the dance brings to psyche on this  World Dance day as each

movement to the beat was a master piece of uniqueness and expression of

intrinsic  thoughts .

World Labour Day
"All labour that uplifts humanity has dignity"

May 1 is the day to pay tribute to the contribution and ceaseless efforts of

labourers and general workers across the walks of life who unconditionally

work towards serving the nation and to applaud these unsung heroes

Apeejay School, Panchsheel Park along with Pre-Primary  and Primary

department celebrated the day with great enthusiasm as children of grade I,II

and III came dressed up as various community helpers. Grade IV wrote

slogans for our dignified helpers and Grade V gave a speech on dignity of

labour explaining how they have been an integral part of the society. Primary,

Pre-primary and kindergarteners made beautiful handmade flowers and

Thankyou cards to appreciate and applaud the undying efforts and support

the community helpers who have provided since ages, to help the nation and

society to make harmonious future for all of us to live better.

 

Moving and Grooving!
Online International Dance Day

Vaisakhi Celebrations

Earth Day Celebration

"Life should not only be lived, it should be celebrated"

ACE OF GRACE



The sweet burns that summer brings with it, beholds a story of a blissful time one

must have had .It is like a narration of memories that each heart speaks. The

sunshine and melting plays of childhood on hot soils are the castles of dreams

thereby Apeejay School ,Panchsheel Park, Pre- Primary and Primary department

 inaugurated a  fun-filled Summer Carnival by cutting a water melon, the most

hydrating and luscious fruit of the season  and to bring in summer funk for children

through virtual world to keep them in contact with outer nature in this lockdown

was amusing.  Various activities related to the carnival were organised like Hat and

Glare Day ,Beverage day to quench the summer heat with cooling mocktails ,Show

and tell activity was done where children spoke about various summer appliances

to beat the heat ,to keep the artistry intact and summer alive, a foamy soap

painting was also done by kids giving their imagination wings, to depict summer in

their own way, not only this children were also taught through freezing and melting

experiment that how the increase in temperature liquefies the things and decrease

in temperature can make things solid, so they can understand and acquire the

knowledge about season in an interesting and exciting way .

Laughter is timeless! When it comes from the most innocent souls it turns

into the purity of timelessness that innocence brings to us .Therefore, the

Pre-Primary Department celebrated the World Laughter Day turning the

virtual learning into a buffet of pristine laugh in different astounding ways

as young Apeejayiten  of garde I showcased their culinary skills, through the

kitchenette activity. They presented the world laughter day in collaboration

with summer, Pre-school showcased a treat for the eyes through the

brightness of laughing stick puppets and Kindergarten dressed up as their

favourite funny comic characters and cracked their famous ticklish jokes,

representing a master piece of their imagination to life altogether. The

World Laughter Day was an enrapturing experience to watch.

World Laughter Day

Every colour has a beauty that reflects onto life in different ways and to

make children revel the presence of different colours of nature.

Preschool takes them around a rainbow of different colours every week

around the year to merriment the vibrance of each colour and has made

it a fun filled learning. Activities related to the theme are created where

children bring out their own knowledge of the colour being taught from

yellow to red and greens. Each colour is introduced with such an ace that

child develops a skill to relate the colours, to live examples touching

every aspect the colour brings in ,a yellow mango in summer ,a red

watermelon with blend of two colours keeping the excitement intact..

Rainbow of Colours

Summer Carnival

Smt. Rajeshwari Paul Memorial Day
Late Rajeshwari Paul memorial Day is the day that’s set

aside to remember with great gratitude there by

Apeejay  School, Panchsheel Park along  Pre –Primary

and Primary  department observed the day with a

moment of silence over the Zoom E- session where the

students paid their deference to Mrs Rajeshwari Paul –

wife of Late Dr. Satya Paul, founder member of Apeejay

education society by offering group prayers, singing

devotional songs and couplets in her loving memory and

also dedicated a video to pay their heartfelt homage to

the gone soul.

ACE OF GRACE



VOCABULARY FUN:
SPELLATHON

The command on language is the vocabulary that is being

habituate, to express a feeling and to lay core strong, Pre-

Primary department organised a SPELLATHON   with an aim to

make the children well acknowledged with different

vocabulary words. Grade one holds a monthly Spellathon of

different   words to enhance the vocabulary of the child and

to build their confidence, so that they are able to

accommodate the words correctly, to express themselves in

their speech.

ESSENCE OF KNOWLEDGE
Innovation and imagination are two dimensions, when they collaborate together, they create a magic and that

magic is being created by the students of Pre-Primary as they learn the concepts with such innovation that

their imagination takes wings.

Germination
To inculcate the love for nature, the students were

indulged into the process of Germination, learning

about how the seeds develop into new plants. First,

environmental conditions must trigger the seed to

grow. Children spread the layer of cotton and misted

the cotton with water until it was evenly damp and put

the seed tray under bright sunlight, where kids learnt

the importance of growing more plants. It would help

the environment to be healthy and happy to live.

SHOW AND TELL ACTIVITY
To exhibit great knowledge regarding the things that we use on

daily basis, is always said to speak and share the importance so

that children are given a platform to speak about various

summer appliances, that beat the heat of summer, where

children brought forward the facts which were related to non-

electrical gadgets like earthen pots for cool water and shady

trees for fresh air. It was exemplary, when children put their

knowledge into words and also showed the object they are

discussing by this activity. Children not only learnt about the

different appliances but also the ones that are gifted by nature

and do not need man made power to work.

The Young Saplings



The idea behind the activity “Who Are You?‘’was to

introduce the concept of NOUNS to the children in a

fun way, where they categorise the things through a

game –Name, Place, Animal or Thing and wrote it on

the petals of handmade flower, where children were

excited to identify the category of noun and paste a

related picture of the name taken of the person

place and thing or writing the name of the same

 under correct category. The children were enthralled

and enjoyed the concept in a fantabulous way.

QUARANTINE GLOW 
(SOAP MAKING ACTIVITY )

Lack of salons and with it comes a lockdown, where we are

little dreaded to use the things from outside and then on the

other hand we  are learning about our body and hygiene, so to

give our skin a healthy glow a soap making activity was

organised where students learnt to make various exquisite

soaps using homemade natural ingredients like home grown

rosemary, basil, refreshing mint, with essentials like almond oil

and  lavender oil that never let the skin dry. It was made by the

students learning, how certain home based ingredients help in

keeping the skin healthy and glowing.

 SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS
Innovation in you is the art to explain various concepts

with a practical example. To teach freezing and melting

to the students, an exquisite experiment was done

using ice where students learnt, freezing is the change

that occurs when a liquid changes into solid as the

temperature decreases. Melting is the opposite change,

from a solid to a liquid, as the temperature increases.

Substances freeze at exactly the same temperature as

they melt.

WHO ARE YOU?

The concept of forward counting was introduced where

children were made to string the number loops with a thread in

forward movement reaching to the next number in sequence

from one to hundred by which they learnt the counting

sequence along that they learnt that as we  move forward the

value of number increases, making it an exciting and fine motor

skill developing activity. Where students consumed all their

senses through brain storming as they  identified the numbers

and moved forward.

Loop it Forward , String it Ahead

The Young Saplings



BIRTHDAY BASH
Birthdays are very special for everyone. Not only do they take us

ahead to the path of life where every passing year is a new learning. It

is also one of the most special moments in one’s life when all friends

and family gather to celebrate this special occasion. In the current

difficult situation of the prevalent COVID-19 pandemic, teachers at

Apeejay School, Panchsheel Park have created a virtual world for the

children and celebrated their birthdays with joy, fun and laughter. The

Pre-Primary and Primary Incharge of the school Ms Shalini kaul and

Ms. Shweta Oberoi also joined in the celebration and congratulated

the parents and appreciated the efforts of the teachers in planning

the surprise.

LET’S ARRANGE
Children were indulged in an activity where they arranged

their closet and study room in a proper manner so that the

things which are used on daily basis are easily accessible

and are arranged in proper order of usage. Through this

children learnt the art of being organised.

Healing Touch
Children turned themselves into masseur, they gave foot

massage to their parents as well as grandparents to

relieve them of the stress that they might be under, during

lockdown, through which they learnt the art of

understanding.

BROOM THE ROOM
Children were indulged into housekeeping

activity as they  broomed and dusted the

house helping out their mothers in the

household chores. By this they learnt the

importance of cleanliness in life.

Vaccum candle Experiment
To give intellect a new learning every day an astounding

Vacuum Candle Experiment was conducted using water, empty jar and

candle. To explain rise in pressure to the students in a more significant

manner, so that they can watch and learn, that how the water level

inside the glass jar rises because the burning candle heats the air inside

the jar. The air inside the jar now has a higher pressure than the air

outside the jar. The air outside the jar is called "atmospheric pressure." 

When the air in the jar cools, its pressure is lower than the atmospheric

pressure outside the jar.  This creates a partial vacuum, which cannot

last for a long time.

To help the students understand the values that they should surely inculcate

in themselves .They were indulged in  an offline activity learning how serve

 and lay the dining table through which they learnt the art of hospitality.

Lockdown :A BOON TO FUN LEARNING

The Young Saplings



One word that delineates the entire universe is Mother. Mother is that enthusiasm who roadmaps a path
of success for her child , the one who is like the omnipresent  the one who cherishes the achievements
and motivates in failures ,she is a thread that strings all our dreams and puts in the immense travail into it,
unconditionally and to celebrate the love, warmth and care of a mother. The entire school including
Senior, Primary  and Pre- Primary wing organised various exciting activities. Grade I held an “English
Poem Recitation” competition on the topic of “Motherhood” over the Zoom virtual learning class, where
children made the class an epitome of grace and admiration for their mothers not only this pre -schoolers
made Tiaras for their mothers to make her feel no less than a queen and kindergarteners filled the
atmosphere with warmth through their lovely kitchenette and necklace making activity. Grade 1 brought in
a delight by different activities held by all sections. Section A made a frame of love ,Section B made a
homemade clay souvenir, Section C  took memorable mom and me selfies and section D made skin
friendly soaps for their mum to help them keep radiant in this quarantine. Grade  II and III celebrated the
magic bond with their mothers by making cards and reciting various poems for their loving mothers not
only, this students of class IV and V  organised a rattling buffet of dishes through their tremendous
kitchenette activity with this they dedicated beautiful video to their mothers thanking them for their
enthroned support. Students of Grade VI to XII expressed their love for their mother by making beautiful
cards, by composing beautiful poems, singing songs and dance presentation for moms.

Celebrating The First Teacher



Maths is the language of the universe!
Apeejay School, Noida conducted an Inter school Mathematics Quiz Competition Math-E-Maze on

May 2, 2020. The first ever E-Competition was attended by a team of bright and brilliant students

along with their teachers Ms. Manisha Narayana and Ms. Renu Ambesh from Apeejay School,

Panchsheel Park. The competition goals were to stimulate enthusiasm and develop love for

mathematics amongst the students who constantly engage with mathematical concepts in real life

situations. The commendable skills of the zealous team and their ingenuity in the subject once

again marked a success story among the contestants from 9 schools. The thrill and challenges in

the events was very apparent.

Mathe-Magicians

Interschool competition 'Math-e-Maze'



Online Classes Are Fun!

The students are attending online zoom yoga
sessions. It is a well known fact  that yoga helps
in healing and providing healthy atmosphere
for everyone. It promotes inner peace and
tranquility and leads to a healthy life.

POWER OF YOGA

Besides online learning and education, our school is highly focused on the overall physical and
mental development of the students with online activities and exercises.

HANDS-ON LEARNING EXPERIENCES!
Our Apeejayites are utilizing their quarantine
duration effectively by recapitulating concepts by
making different organs of human body using play
dough. They thoroughly enjoyed this activity which is
caught in their beautiful pictures.

An activity was conducted in the EVS period in class 3 in which the
students made a drawing of the Solar system. With the help of
their vivid imagination the students drew colourful planets around
the Sun . The teacher taught the students how to easily remember
the names of the planets in a creative and playful way. The
students were fully engaged and thoroughly enjoyed the fun
activity.

To The Stars & Beyond

This was a Learning by doing activity
where the children learnt about the
different parts of a leaf and
comprehended their functions. They
identified the different sizes, shapes and
margins in leaves.

Leaves



Students at Apeejay School, Panchsheel Park believes
that "Art brings happiness into their lives. Here is their
attempt to combat the pandemic through activities
such as colour theory – primary colour and secondary
colour, scribble art or folding paper to create fine
origami.  The vibrant and lively colors along with the
creative designs used, demonstrated the enchantingly
magical world of our budding young minds, ready to
explore the artist within themselves. 

Students of grade II and III learnt various advanced tool and techniques in Paint
program on Computer. Their imagination and creativity was reflected in their
work .Students showed great imagination and innovation in creating excellent paintings
on the different topics on their computer screens, using different features and colour
schemes of MS Paint. Some of the topics were My Family, My Dream House and Save
Environment.

At Apeejay our grade V students designed and
created beautiful and informative presentations
on the topic “Save Environment, Save Life” using
MS-PowerPoint software. Our students were able
to express their concern for the environment
through the images and captions used in the
slides. The best part of this project was when
they shared their own presentation slide show on
Zoom sessions with their teacher and classmates.

Online Classes Are Fun!

ART ATTACK

CYBER HUB
Fun with MS PAINT

Present Your Views!



Memories are the timeless treasures of the heart and they take the soul to a wonderful place with ecstatic
pleasures To make this journey more memorable, Ms. Ritu Mehta, Principal and teachers of Primary Wing of

Apeejay School Panchsheel Park hosted a Farewell Ceremony -ADIEU for Ms. Shetu Sahai who has been
working in the school from past 28 years.  The day was a fiesta devoted to the years spent together with

teachers and students to reminisce joyous moments. The Virtual Farewell was started with the addressal of
Principal Ms. Ritu Mehta and the program was  embedded with Videos of Ms. Sahai memories by teachers and
students. Students' words of appreciation is the best reward and the biggest treasure for a teacher. Students

have sent videos for her with messages of love and respect.  Ms. Shetu Sahai presented the views and
feelings of her beautiful journey in the school. Everyone wished her and prayed for her successful second

innings of life. Everyone got emotional while bidding farewell to her.

Often we see the parents are dreaded regarding their child’s academic and co-curricular development and keeping that
in mind Apeejay school, Panchsheel Park initiated first virtual P.T.M for the session of 2020-21.  Parents of Pre-Primary
and Primary were given an insight of child’s progress. It was an effective way for parents and teachers to interact about
the child’s progress and areas of improvement, as teachers and parents play an active role in child’s development and
can encourage them ahead to achieve better .The PTM was a successful affair as parents were appreciative about the
ongoing  ZOOM E -classes as well as the way thematic teaching methodology is being applied to teach concepts.

Virtual PTM

RETIREMENT
ADIEU-FAREWELL CEREMONY OF SUPERANNUATED STAFF 

-MS. SHETU SAHAI

"At the end of the day,the most overwhelming key to a student's success is the positive involvement of the parents"



A Chain Of Hope and Positivity

It is always darkest before the
dawn; 
This too shall pass.
Stay home stay safe....

Shivangi Roy 
Class XI B

The stars shine brightest on the
darkest nights
The grey skies will turn blue in a
while.

Maanyaa Panwar
Class XI D

Faith means believing the
unbelievable. 
Hope means hoping when everything
seems hopeless
Have faith and don't lose hope!

Devanshi Sharma
XI B

Hope always shines stronger
than fear.
Patience is bitter but it’s
fruit is sweet.

Mahika Bhagi
XI C

The night may  be pitch dark
right now, but there is always
light at the end of the tunnel.
Stay stafe, stay strong

Aamanaya Vijh
XI A Full of Hope!

Class X Art Students
 at Work
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